
SupplyVue in practice

Challenge

Despite having relatively predictable demand and high inventories, this industrial manufacturer still suffered 

occasional shortages of items and had to change production plans and schedules constantly in order to maintain 

service levels. Operating costs were unnecessarily high and the day-to-day running of the supply chain was 

absorbing a disproportionate amount of management time due to fire-fighting.

1. Creating a stable plan by applying production wheel planning

Approach

The SupplyVue analytics tool was used to capture the supply chain transactional and planning data to understand 

the context and run an analysis of the current supply chain performance.

As-Is Assessment

Demand Profile
However, the dashboard below showing the sales 

profile in weekly buckets shows that demand was 

significantly less variable at the weekly level. As the 

supply process suits a weekly drumbeat this weekly 

profile should enable a weekly cadence that is stable 

and reliable. 

Inventory Levels

Stock against sales Replenishment Policy Assessment

The dashboard below shows the sales profile in daily 

buckets. It shows that the demand was variable and 

the coefficient of variation high relative to other 

businesses studied. This supported the feeling of 

volatility by the business as there were quite frequent 

short term scheduling changes taking place. 

Sales profile – Daily buckets Sales profile – Weekly buckets

So, the demand profile from customers should not be causing the schedule changes and disruption to the 

supply chain. Inventory should absorb the daily variability in demand.

The Stock against sales dashboard below shows the 

average finished goods inventory level was 23 days.  

The analytics showed that this was providing a 97% 

stock availability at a 1 day inventory level threshold. 

So the business was experiencing occasional inventory 

shortages. 

The replenishment policy assessment dashboard 

below shows that there was no cadence or 

predictability about the demand being placed on the 

factory. The time interval between orders was variable 

as was the order quantity for each order.

The finished goods replenishment system was being managed on a re-order point control mechanism. This was 

causing unpredictable demand on the factory.  This will be one of the contributing factors causing the service issues. 

It is probably difficult for the factory to provide service level due to the unpredictable demand pattern.



Summary Diagnostic

The diagnostic process revealed opportunities to stabilise the demand signal onto the factory by making use of the 

stable weekly demand patterns and synchronising the supply chain to this cycle.  Currently demand is not being 

governed and so when a requirement is triggered onto the factory it has to be scheduled. This gives rise to varying 

lead-times of replenishment which make inventory planning and management a difficult task. The consequence 

being short term schedule changes to fix product shortages and peaks and troughs in demand on the factory.

Business Impact

• 15% reduction in changeover time and cost through optimised production wheel scheduling

• Levelled demand to prevent overtime and variable shift patterns

• Reduced inventory levels through reduced cycle times and increased conformance to plan

• Dramatic reduction is scheduling changes

Factory capacity analysis and conformance to schedule

Future State

Weekly capacity requirement Conformance to schedule

Production plan scenarios were generated and evaluated using the capacity and cost inventory impact analysis 

dashboards. The trade-offs between manufacturing cost and inventory levels, and between levelling capacity and 

inventory levels were analysed, enabling the management team to decide on the production policies that most 

aligned to their business objectives.

Segmentation Analysis Production wheel definition

Capacity and Cost Comparison Inventory Impact Analysis

As a result of the unpredictable pattern of demand on 

the factory, the weekly capacity requirement 

dashboard shows the capacity requirement from week 

to week was highly variable. With significant peaks and 

trough. Significantly more variable than the weekly 

demand profile.

The Conformance to schedule dashboard shows the 

resulting output and conformance to plan was low. This 

poor conformance to the order trigger points from 

finished goods will be causing the intermittent, stock 

shortages on each SKU. This was confirmed through 

examining individual SKUs that had shortages. It was 

due to late replenishments.

Using SupplyVue the team reviewed the production 

sequence, using the line changeover matrix to identify the 

lowest cost manufacturing sequence. Using this ideal 

sequence, SupplyVue used production wheel 

methodology to create an ideal 16-week production plan. 

The segmentation analysis dashboard shows the 

segmentation analysis that was performed, 

classifying the products into runners, repeaters and 

stranger classes. 
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